Slim-Line Series
Gas Built-In
Fireplaces

SIXTY0

Slim-Line Series Gas Built-Ins
The Slim-Line Built-in series is a beautifully crafted
gas fireplace. Six zero clearance models measure
just 12” deep and are conveniently sized for use in
both home and commercial settings, and they are
the perfect addition to rooms that require a second
heat source.

FORTY8
FORTY8 SEE-THRU

These unique linear fireplaces bring warmth and
style to every design scenario. Beautifully crafted
by SÓLAS in New Hampshire, each model has its
own appeal and can be framed to compliment a
rooms décor. Available in three size lengths, the
FORTY8 (4 feet), SIXTY0 (5 feet), and the SEVENTY2 (6 feet) also come in SEE-THRU versions.
Using efficient direct vent technology, the Slim-Line
series can operate with either natural or propane
gas. In addition, all models come with an invisible
and inconspicuous modern-mesh screen which is in
compliance with the latest safety standards. The
standard glass media is a mix of black and clear
reflective crystals. Colored glass media is also an
option (refer to the media choices shown below at
right).
The heating capabilities of these gas fireplaces are
quite impressive. The combination of both reflective
glass media and porcelain enamel panels work to
radiate the heat from the fireplace and illuminate
the room.

SIXTY0 SEE-THRU

SEVENTY2

SEVENTY2 SEE-THRU

A programable thermostatic remote control operates the flame and in the event of a power outage,
a battery back-up system is included.
The Slim-Line gas fireplaces are an elegant option
for homes that want the added ambiance of a fire
element and the benefits and beauty of a warm
hearth.

Media Choices
Aureo

Cerulean

Cyprium

Jade

La Mer

Sapphire
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FORTY8

SIXTY0

SEVENTY2

29/64/12”

29/75/12”

29/88/12”

13/50”

13/60”

13/74”

26 kBTU/hr
30 kBTU/hr

30 kBTU/hr
34 kBTU/hr

34 kBTU/hr
40 kBTU/hr

Direct Vent Diameter:
in/out

4/6”

4/6”

4/6”

Min. Vent Height:

24”

24”

24”

Outer Dimension:
h/w/d
Glass Window: h/w
Maximum Heat:
natural gas
propane

P & PL Series
Gas
Fireplaces

PL42 with speckled stones
and driftwood log set

P & PL Series Gas Fireplaces
The P & PL Series direct-vent gas fireplaces offer
great design, innovative technology, and versatility
all in one neat package. These zero-clearance
landscape-style units display bold flames and a
contemporary and elegant look.
The P & PL Series were produced by Montigo in
Canada and enable you to enjoy the warmth and
drama of a truly contemporary hearth just about
anywhere you choose: frame it in the wall for a
serene minimal look, make a commanding hearth
of marble or stone, or install it in an existing wood
fireplace to convert it into a more efficient heat
source. They each come in three sizes: 38, 42,
and the largest 52.
The concealed ribbon flame burner can be covered
with a choice of stone or glass media in various
colors, speckled stones or can be combined with a
drift wood log set (shown at right). The firestones in
white, silver, and opaque are the standard option.

PL42 with white, silver, opaque firestones
Media Choices

Firestones & colors
These units are offered with top or rear venting
and a power vent capability that allows the fireplace to be placed anywhere in the home up to
100ft. from the exterior wall. All models include an
integrated barrier safety screen, snap-lock door for
easy access, battery backup for continuous operation during a power failure, and remote control
operation. The remote control is included.
The P Series comes with a black porcelain firebox
liner, accent lighting from below, and a multi-speed
fan. These are options with the PL Series. Both
styles also have the option of a fireplace surround
in satin black or stainless steel
The P & PL Series Gas Fireplaces offer a modern
design with a refined elegance, and enjoy a relaxing ribbon-like flame for warmth and tranquility.

Ebony

Opal

Melon

Sapphire

Ivory

Frost
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Black Ice

Copper Ice

Platinum Ice

Star Ice

Speckled Stones

Driftwood Log Set
Specifications
Model
Outer Dimension:
h/w/d
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Fireglass & colors

P38/PL38

P42/PL42

P52/PL52

36/37/20”

37/42/21”

39/52/22”

Glass Window:
h/w

19/35”

20/40”

21/47”

Maximum Heat:
natural gas
propane

25 kBTU/hr
25 kBTU/hr

32 kBTU/hr
32 kBTU/hr

40 kBTU/hr
40 kBTU/hr

5/8”

5/8”

5/8” or
5/10”

32’

32’

32’

Direct Vent Diam:
in/out
Max. Vent Height:
5/8”

R-Series
Gas
Fireplaces

RP620

R-Series Gas Fireplaces
The R-Series gas fireplaces produced by Montigo
in Canada have been designed with beautiful,
bold flames with a contemporary and elegant look.
The R-Series are available either as single sided or
see-thru versions and come in 4 sizes: R320,
R420, R520, and the largest RP620 (shown on the
opposite page). The see-thru models are R320-ST,
R420-ST, R520-ST, and the largest R620-ST (shown
at right). Custom models include the 7’ R720, the
8’ R820, and the R324-ST indoor-outdoor model.
Some special features include a frameless design
that allows for a clean finish around the fireplace,
a large viewing area for a full view of the fire,
unique linear burner design and technology, and
glass door design for easy access and cleaning.
There is a wide selection of interchangeable media
options and colors including firestones (standard),
fireglass, speckled stones, or a driftwood log set
(all shown at right).
Top or rear power venting is provided (top only for
see-thru models), which enables the fireplace to be
located anywhere in the home.
There is also in-burner accent lighting in the RP620,
which produces quite a dramatic effect with any
media while burning or even when not in use.
All models also include an integrated barrier safety
screen and remote control operation. The remote
control is included. A digital thermostat is an option
and for the see-thru models an indoor/outdoor
sealing kit for exterior wall installation is available.
The R-Series Gas Fireplaces offer modern design
with a refined elegance and produce a relaxing
ribbon-like flame for warmth and tranquility.
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R620 See—Thru Gas Fireplace
Media Choices

Firestones

Fireglass

Speckled Stones

Driftwood Log Set

Specifications
Model-Single Side
Outer Dimension:
h/w/d
Glass Window:
h/w
Maximum Heat:
natural gas
propane

R320

R420

R520

RP620

38/49/15” 38/61/15” 39/73/15” 40/85/22”
16/37”

16/49”

18/61”

18/73”

50 kBTU/hr 65 kBTU/hr 80 kBTU/hr 75 kBTU/hr
40 kBTU/hr 55 kBTU/hr 65 kBTU/hr 70 kBTU/hr

Direct Vent Diam:
in/out

5/8”

5/8”

5/10”

5/8”

Model—See-Thru

R320-ST

R420-ST

R520-ST

R620-ST

Outer Dimension:
h/w/d
Glass Window:
h/w
Maximum Heat:
natural gas
propane
Direct Vent Diam:
in/out

43/51/23” 43/63/23” 45/75/25” 45/87/25”
16/37”

16/49”

18/61”

18/72”

45 kBTU/hr 55 kBTU/hr 80 kBTU/hr 100kBTU/hr
42 kBTU/hr 55 kBTU/hr 80 kBTU/hr 100kBTU/hr
5/8”

5/8”

5/10”

5/10”

I-Series
Gas
Inserts

Linear Model

I-Series Gas Inserts
Designed by Montigo in Canada for spaces that
are traditional or contemporary or somewhere in
between, the I-Series gas inserts are highly efficient
with an AFUE (Annual Fuel Usage Efficiency) of
72% and the CSA P.4 Annual Fireplace Efficiency
of 78%. It’s the ideal choice where high heat output is desired.

Traditional Model — Rustic Brown Brick Lining

The I-Series come in two sizes: the 30FID and the
larger 34FID, and two styles: the linear model
(shown on the opposite page) and the traditional
(shown at right).
For the traditional model, there is a choice of
glossy porcelain panels or brick lining available in
brown or red. The log set is high definition cast
fiber and the burner is ceramic in order to produce
a realistic fire bed with glowing embers. Also with
accent lighting, it enhances the experience even
when not burning.
For linear models, there is a concealed ribbon
burner, porcelain panels, and media tray with a
variety of interchangeable media options including
fireglass, firestones, speckled stones, and/or a
driftwood log set (all shown at right). There is also
in-burner accent lighting, which produces quite a
dramatic effect with any media while burning or
even when not in use.
Other features include a satin black surround, colinear direct venting, hidden pilot design, and tool
free access to the control system.
All models also include an integrated barrier safety
screen, dual high output variable fans, and remote
control operation. The remote control is included.
The I-Series Gas Inserts offer a versatile tailor-made
solution for any home.
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Traditional Model — Rustic Red Brick Lining
Linear Models —

Fireglass

Firestones

Speckled Stones

Driftwood Log Set

Specifications
Model

30FID

34FID

Outer Measurement:
h/w/d

27/42/20”

31/47/24”

Inner Measurement:
h/front w/back w

20/29/20”

24/33/24”

Glass window size:
h/w

14/24”

18/28”

24 kBTU/hr
23 kBTU/hr

31 kBTU/hr
30 kBTU/hr

3”/3”

3”/4”

Maximum Heat:
natural gas
propane
Co-linear vent diam.:
in/out

